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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
© Future7Media
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The world’s greatest Extreme Enduro event will be held

will qualify for the Red Bull Hare Scramble on Sunday. This

this year for the 25th time. Over 1800 motorized rodeo

time the goal is to reach the end of the extremely chal-

riders from every corner of the earth will gather in

lenging course within a four-hour time limit. Normally

Erzberg in the Austrian state of Styria. The competition

20 or so participants make it. To protect the bikes against

will take place in two stages. On Friday and Saturday all

the extreme stresses of the race and the local ferrous dust,

competitors will take part in the Iron Road Prologue, in

MOTOREX is the exclusive lubricant supplier not only to

which they try to cover the Prologue track to the summit

the top teams and riders but also to the organizing team.

of Erzberg in as little time as possible. The 500 fastest

www.erzbergrodeo.at

HIGHLY ADHESIVE
LUBRICATES FROM –30 °C TO +120 °C
REDUCES WEAR
PROTECTS AGAINST CORROSION
	HOT WATER AND STEAM RESISTANT
VERSATILE

YOU CAN RELY ON GREASE 628
Grease 628 is composed of lithium grease with a large dose of white solid lubricants – a formula for success. Grease 628 is highly
adhesive and provides lubrication for extended periods. These qualities are especially important for hard-to-reach lubrication points.
Excellent results are achieved in lubricating slideways and moving parts on cranes, telescoping handlers, and car carriers. Versatile
Grease 628 is also suitable for heavy-duty roller and slide bearings, linear guides, gears, axles, sprocket wheels, spindles, and much
more. Conforms to NLGI 2, KPF2K-30; DIN 51502; NSF-H2.
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HAND
WASHING

SE A S ON
IS BACK

HIGH GLOSS
LONG-LASTING BEADING EFFECT
ANTISTATIC PAINT SEALANT
	FOR OUTDOOR AND INDOOR USE
RAPIDLY BIODEGRADABLE

HIGHLY STABLE:
MOTOREX SWISSCOOL 3000
Swisscool 3000 is the latest addition to MOTOREX’s range of water-
miscible machining fluids with innovative polymer technology. In conventional machining fluids, each additive has its own function. In the new
MOTOREX polymer technology the additives work together, yielding
outstanding results when cutting cast materials and in challenging grinding operations, to name but two. Another big Swisscool 3000 plus is high
biostability for a long emulsion service life. These are advantages that

MOTOREX Clean & Care products
mean better safety, cleanliness,
and value retention. The newly overhauled
product line now includes reformulated
Wash & Pearl car shine shampoo with
carnauba wax. One wash with MOTOREX
Wash & Pearl cleans paint effectively
and gently, producing a brilliant shine
with a long-l asting beading effect and
antistatic surface seal. Available in highcapacity one-liter dispenser bottles.

quickly pay off.

	PREVENTS STICK-SLIP BEHAVIOR
REDUCES FRICTION
EXTREMELY TEMPERATURE-STABLE
LOW FOAM
RAPID AIR RELEASE

SHOCK ABSORBER OIL WITH 3D RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY
Green light for the new MOTOREX Racing Shock Oil. Featuring innovative new 3D Response technology, this
shock absorber oil for rear shocks on motorcycles and mountain bikes is ready to show off what it’s got. The new
technology combines very low friction values with optimum air release and maximum temperature and shear
stability. The result is an extremely sensitive responsiveness and elimination of the dreaded stick-slip effect. New
MOTOREX Racing Shock Oil delivers constant damping action and ideal feedback even under extreme conditions.
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WHAT’S NEW

© Jan Starek / Touratech

READY FOR A
MOTORCYCLE VACATION?
On vacation you’re allowed to sleep in now and then – but not on the way there.
Smart planning for a motorcycle tour includes getting a pre-tour checkup at
the dealer’s and packing a supply of handy MOTOREX products. Being prepared is
the best way to get that good feeling about the trip.
For many motorcycle fans the big summer tour is

6

the machine and know what to watch out for on

the highlight of the year. So there’s nothing more

the model in question. And once the bike is ready

frustrating than being left stranded by some minor

to pick up it’s the perfect opportunity to stock up

breakdown. To be sure two-wheeled treks are an ad-

on essential MOTOREX lubricants and care prod-

venture and not a disaster, dealers offer the option

ucts to take along. It’s well worth it for a safe and

of a pre-departure checkup. A mechanic will check

relaxing trip. •

PRE-TOUR CHECKUP AT

THE SHOP

Bikes are inspected by experienced mechanics using a point-by-point checklist. The items below relate to lubrication
and maintenance with MOTOREX products (according to the manufacturer’s recommendations):

MOTOR OIL
TRANSMISSION FLUID
DRIVE SHAFT/CHAIN LUBRICATION
FORK AND SHOCK ABSORBER SET-UP

COOLANT
BRAKE FLUID
LUBRICATION POINTS
CLEANING AND CARE

DON’T FORGET

THE ESSENTIALS

MOTOREX offers the most essential products for a worry-free tour in travel-size containers, some of which are refillable.
They’re light and compact but pack a punch:

SPARE MOTOR
OIL 1 L

CHAINLUBE
CHAIN SPRAY
500 /56 ML

QUICK CLEANER
500 ML

HELMET CARE
CLEANING FOAM
200 ML

PROTEX WATERPROOFING SPRAY
500 ML

Carry a liter of the same

With refillable

Quick Cleaner for a quick,

Helmet Care cleaning

Effective, long-lasting

motor oil that’s already

Chainlube spray, chain

gentle clean – no water

and care foam for helmet

protection against

in the engine (according

lubrication won’t be

necessary. Suitable

shells and padding.

moisture and oil. For

to manufacturer’s

neglected – even on

for all plastics, glass,

Deodorizes and freshens

leather, textiles, and

recommendations).

lengthy tours.

paints, and metals.

colors.

micro-fiber fabrics.
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HYDRAULIC

STRESS-TESTING HEES HYDRAULIC FLUID

5× MORE STABLE

Technical standards provide objective criteria for comparing products. The minimum
requirements they establish can also be increased for more demanding applications.
A Swiss Armed Forces tender called for five times longer testing. Readily biodegradable
MOTOREX HEES hydraulic fluid passed the test easily.
Modern, readily biodegradable (OECD 301 B) hydraulic oils are typical examples of the new, environmentally
safe generation of fluids.

8

PREMIUM RAW MATERIALS

EXTENDED STANDARD TESTING

There are wide differences in quality among the HEES

The Swiss Armed Forces invitation to tender called for a

(hydraulic environmental ester synthetic) raw ma-

five-fold extension of the stringent Cincinnati Milacron

terials available on the market. MOTOREX uses only

Test (CMT), representing extremely strict requirements for

high-quality, fully saturated esters to ensure that

the hydraulic fluid. The military is not the only environ-

HEES hydraulic fluid will remain stable and retain its

ment where hydraulic systems can remain shut down for

positive characteristics in conformity with DIN ISO

extended periods, only to be placed within seconds into

15380, in this case over several times the usual test

heavy-duty service that can continue for hours. Situations

length. The desired properties (protection against

like these demand 100 % performance from the fluid.

wear, shear stability, lubricating performance, pro-

Testing was carried out by an independent laboratory

tection against corrosion, resistance to oxidation /

selected by the Swiss Armed Forces. The DIN ISO 15380

aging, etc.) are built into the fluid by combining a

standard also requires a second test, the dry Turbine Oil

precisely tuned additive package with multiple re-

Oxidation Test (TOST). A description of the tests and the

fining steps.

results can be found in the box on the next page

CINCINNATI MILACRON TEST (CMT)

TURBINE OIL OXIDATION TEST (TOST)

Two clean, polished, and precisely weighed rods, one of copper
and one of steel, are placed in separate beakers of the oil to
be tested and heated in an oven at 135 °C for 168 hours. At the
end of the test each rod is visually inspected for discoloration
and weighed. The sludge that has formed in the oil is also
examined.
ASTM D 2070

The dry (no water added) TOST uses a glass oxidation cell.
A sample of the oil to be tested is placed in the cell along
with a catalyst and heated to 95 °C. Oxygen is continuously fed
to the sample. The result is shown in hours, indicating the
oil’s oxidation lifetime up to a defined degree of acidification.
ISO 4263-3 / DIN 51554-3

HEES standard test duration
MOTOREX HEES 1

168 hrs.
840 hrs.

HEES2 standard test duration < 600 hrs.
MOTOREX HEES
5208 hrs.

¹ Test duration per Swiss Armed Forces invitation to tender

² Meets minimum requirements of ISO 15 380

© adobe R. Heim

Quality readily biodegradable MOTOREX hydraulic fluid is the perfect
combination of performance, cost, and environmental safety.

IMPORTANT IN PRACTICE

requirements, but provided convincing proof of its

In practical use, the effects of water always need to

capabilities.

be taken into account when dealing with ester-based
hydraulic oils. This is because even fully saturated

The comprehensive MOTOREX range provides the

esters can react with water. As a result, in long-term

perfect product for every hydraulic application. Your

use it is important to check the condition of readily

MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide further

biodegradable hydraulic fluids at regular intervals.

i nformation. •

TEST PASSED
The two DIN ISO 15380 tests provide a way to compare the products’ performance in a reproducible
fashion and calculate a price-performance relationship. By successfully passing the test, MOTOREX
not only met the Swiss Armed Forces’ stringent
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REPORT
© Stanserhorn

STANSERHORN

TWO OPEN-AIR CARS IN
A HIGH-WIRE ACT
In the summer of 2012 the Stanserhornbahn began operating the world’s first cable lift
with an open upper deck. The unique design meant new challenges for everyone
involved. Today the “Cabrio” is a showpiece for the Swiss tourist industry. To guarantee
smooth operation, the system operator also set high quality standards for its suppliers.

10

From Stans to Kälti passengers take an antique opensided funicular, operating on electric power since 1893.

At the Kälti transfer station, passengers cross over
125 years of cableway history to the accompaniment
of lively folk music.

The wind ruffles the hair of the upper-deck passengers,

aerial lift (37 passengers), culminating in the Cabrio

carrying the scent of hay, forests, and fresh mountain

lift (60 passengers) in 2012. From groundbreaking to

air. To reach the halfway station at Kälti from Stans

opening day the project took just 13 months to com-

they had taken an antique funicular built in 1893. That

plete, spearheaded by cableway specialist Garaventa/

ride had felt like something from another era. And

Doppelmayr.

Basel

Zurich

Lucerne
Bern

STANS

now? Now they’re standing on a “futuristic balcony,”
gazing out over Lake Lucerne as they’re carried up to

PANORAMIC VIEW INCLUDED

the Stanserhorn peak. From spring to fall of last year

Unlike conventional aerial lifts with a single suspen-

the two Cabrio cars carried over 212,000 passengers.

sion rope, the Cabrio cars travel on two ropes, supported by lateral-mounted rollers. This design places

PIONEERING SPIRIT PERSISTS TODAY

the cabin’s upper deck above the cables, giving passen-

The cableway’s history is testimony to a pioneering

gers an unobstructed panoramic view for the entire

spirit. In 1893 passengers made the adventurous ascent

trip. Operational, the cabin weighs roughly 12 tonnes

to the Stanserhorn (1850 metres above sea level) by

and is stabilized by a sophisticated leveling system.

funicular railway. By 1975 this had been replaced by an

This electronically controlled system uses 100 liters of
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REPORT CONTINUED

The maintenance vehicle provides a safe platform for
upkeep work on the suspension ropes and supports.

Noldi Flury checks the hydraulic components that
supply the the leveling system’s two cylinders.

hydraulic fluid to transmit force to two hydraulic cyl-

precisely the right lubricant for every component.

inders with a split-second response time. The system’s

The result is a highly dependable cable lift.

nitrogen pressure tanks are elegantly situated in the
floor of the cabin. The unpleasant swaying motions

FRIENDLY RANGERS

that occur when a typical cable car traverses a pylon

Even if the weather is cloudy, the smiles on the faces

are a thing of the past.

of the staff at the Stanserhornbahn and Rondorama
revolving restaurant at the summit are always sunny.

MOTOREX FOR MAINTENANCE

They call themselves the Stanserhorn Rangers, and

In the peak season the Cabrio cars may travel up and

they all have one thing in common: their friendliness.

down the mountain 60 times a day. “That means

What more could a visitor want to feel right at home?

everything has to work smoothly,” long-time techni-

And that’s precisely how these friendly rangers make

cian Noldi Flury tells MOTOREX Magazine. He and the

them feel. So it’s no surprise that many visitors come

entire Cabrio technical team know the cableway inside

back again and again, capping off 100-kilometer views

and out. Diligent maintenance, periodic overhauls and

of the Alps during the ascent to the summit with a

close collaboration with partner companies are what

romantic candlelight dinner – an unforgettable expe-

keep the 28 million franc investment reliably working.

rience in culinary terms too. •

With its specialist Alpine Line lubricants, MOTOREX
has been an important contributor for many years.
From drive shaft to sprocket wheel, MOTOREX has

12

cabrio.ch/en

Well-oiled gears: the dimensions of the Cabrio lift’s equipment
can be seen in the machine room.

Cabins without safety brakes: braking is hydraulic, via a brake
disk as thick as a human arm on the drive shaft.

The Cabrio car runs on two support cables that function like rails,
giving passengers a magnificent panorama.

A candlelight dinner in the revolving restaurant combined with
an unforgettable Cabrio ride – a unique experience.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Location

Stans, Lucerne (Switzerland)

Gauge

5m

Length

2320 m

Support ropes (4)

66 mm diam. (fixed)

Base station (Kälti)

711 MAMSL

Propulsion rope

30 / 26 mm diam. (spliced endless loop)

Summit station

1850 MAMSL

Pylons

4

Electric power

455 kW

Car capacity

60 passengers
(30 on upper deck)

Total capacity

465 passengers per hour

Top speed

8 m/s

Trip time

6 min 15 s

Moving load

16.5 t
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BIKE LINE

THE
FLYING SAXON

© Robert Köhler

Freeride pro Lukas Knopf’s soaring leaps seem to suspend the laws of physics. Whether
it’s downhill, dirt jumping, freeride, or slopestyle, the 22-year-old German is among the
best in the world in every discipline.

14

Top performers demand perfect materials and capa-

has trained a more intense social media spotlight on

ble advice. MOTOREX assists the “Flying Saxon” as

MOTOREX as well. Lukas Knopf regularly shares fas-

technical partner. In training and in competition,

cinating photos, videos of his latest tricks, and prac-

Knopf benefits from the high-tech products of the

tical tutorials on bike maintenance and care using

MOTOREX Bike Line. These products meet the high-

MOTOREX with his hundreds of thousands of fans

est expectations and are perfect for tough racing

and followers on Instagram®, Facebook®, and You-

applications and spectacular stunts. The partnership

Tube®. •

THE PROFESSIONAL WAY TO CARE FOR AND MAINTAIN YOUR BIKE

CARBON PASTE
Assembly compound
100 g

QUICK CLEAN
Cleaner with
water-beading
effect

BIKE CLEAN
Biodegradable
bicycle cleaner

500 ml

500 ml

EMPFEHLUNG
3/2019

BIKE GREASE
2000
Long-term
grease, highly
waterrepellent
100 g

EASY CLEAN
Chain degreaser for
chains, derailleurs, etc.
500 ml

BIKE SHINE
Care and
protection spray
300 ml

CITY LUBE, DRY POWER
& WET PROTECT
Chain lubricant
56 ml, 100 ml, 300 ml

WHITE GREASE
White grease for bikes

HYDRAULIC FLUID 75
Special oil for
hydraulic brake systems

100 g

100 ml

“I’m totally proud and thrilled about the partnership with MOTOREX.
I’ve already tested the Bike Line products extensively and I’m a
big fan. I’ve also been really impressed with MOTOREX’s commitment
to sustainability – the relevant products are biodegradable.”
Pro cyclist Lukas Knopf

instagram.com/
motorex_bike
facebook.com/
lukasknopfofficial
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instagram.com/
lukasknopf

youtube.com/
lukasknopf
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MARINE
2857 KM TOTAL LENGTH

OVER 95,000
VESSELS ANNUALLY*

9
POWER PLANTS *

* in Austria

MAINTENANCE CAN BE
A CHALLENGE

For over 2000 years traders have used the Danube to transport their wares. As Europe’s
second-longest river, the Danube flows through Austria for a distance of 350 kilometers. To this day it has lost nothing of its importance as an international transport
route. “viadonau”, Österreichische Wasserstrassen-Gesellschaft mbH, headquartered
in Vienna, is responsible for technical maintenance of infrastructure along the
Danube. Lubricants from MOTOREX keep the machinery and equipment in motion.
The total length of the Danube is 2857 kilometers.

agement at nine locks along 300 kilometers of the

The river flows from the Black Forest to the Black Sea,

Danube in Austria. This also includes maintaining 500

traversing ten countries along the way. As a major

kilometers of towpaths and 250 kilometers of cycling

water transport route it supplies an economic area

routes.

inhabited by over 90 million people, furnishing them

16

not only with goods but also with drinking water and

FREE PASSAGE FOR ALL

valuable living environments. Since 2005 “viadonau”

Did you know that traveling the international Danube

has operated flood control dams, kept shipping chan-

waterway and using the Danube locks is free of charge?

nels open, and ensured safe and efficient traffic man-

Payment is required only for passage on canals and

© viadonau/Zinner

BUSY DANUBE SHIPPING ROUTE:

The 100-tonne lock gates require regular professional
maintenance to remain functional.

“viadonau” performs numerous tasks, from placing
buoys to maintaining the navigation channel.

9
LOCKS *

Readily biodegradable MOTOREX Bioguard Plus chain oil
is the first choice in riverbank zones.

Mowing and trimming of clearance zones is carried
out using Energreen machines maintained using
MOTOREX products.

handling of goods in ports. Many of the states along

UNDER WAY WITH MOTOREX

the Danube are EU members, so it is no surprise that

In addition to the slipway facility, “viadonau” depends

the volume of goods and number of passengers on

on MOTOREX for lubrication of motorized equipment,

the river are growing from year to year. But growing

machinery, vehicles, and infrastructure at the Bad

use also means expanding infrastructure and main-

Deutsch-Altenburg service center. The lubricant spe-

tenance activities.

cialist always has the right product for any need. In
particular, readily biodegradable lubricants such as

WITH DEDICATION FOR THE RIVER

chainsaw oils and hydraulic fluids are in high demand

Organized into seven specialist units, 260 “viadonau”

on and near the water. Water-resistant Grease 2000

employees are busy each day caring for, protecting, and

and practical helpers in spray form such as Chainlube

ensuring the safety and development of the Danubian

Professional/PTFE Oil Spray have become practically in-

space. There are four service centers along the course

dispensable for daily maintenance work at “viadonau”.

of the river through Austria. One of their key tasks is

These products will be part of keeping life, nature, and

caring for the riverbank zone. Driftwood is continually

commerce along the Danube flowing smoothly far into

brought ashore and removed. The Bad Deutsch-Alten-

the future. •

burg service center is home to a slipway facility, where
powerful winches haul boats into the water or onto the
shore for repairs and maintenance work.
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 115
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INSIDE
QUICK AUDIT CAPABILITY
FIRST-IN, FIRST-OUT PICKING
OPTIMUM AVAILABILITY
LOGISTICAL DATA IN REAL TIME

MOTOREX continues to
expand its quality
management and logistics by applying
QR codes to all products.
And you benefit.

TRACKED QUALITY AND LOGISTICS
Having an unbroken audit trail is essential in a produc-

rials is always used first. All logistical data is available

tion plant. At MOTOREX, various kinds of information

in real time for inventory control in SAP. Detailed infor-

are systematically captured, stored, and processed for

mation in the following areas can be retrieved for each

quality assurance and logistical purposes using QR

of over 3500 products:

codes. Because these codes can be scanned with a mobile device, they’ve become especially indispensable in

• Item

• Quality

logistical operations at the plant, facilitating FIFO (first

• Raw materials

• Logistics

in, first out) picking so that the oldest batch of mate-

• Production

• Safety

The QR code contains two six-digit numbers.
The number on the left is the item number;
the one on the right stores production details.
Example of
information
included
on a label.

The barcode (EAN/GTIN) contains machine-readable
information for retail.

HOW TO USE THE CODE
Do you have questions about a product delivered to
you? Your MOTOREX partner will ask you for the item
Mobile scanning
helps make
logistical data
available in
real time.

18

and production number. These two six-digit numbers
are printed below the QR code. If the numbers are illegible, you can read the code using a universal QR app
on your cellphone. The device will display the two six-
digit numbers. •

People are the most important key to success for any business. As a
family business with worldwide operations, over 350 employees
from 20 nations currently belong to the MOTOREX family. And more
are joining them all the time. We’re looking for capable people with
dedication and initiative.
ONLINE JOB LISTINGS

vicinity of the local establishments. Especially in sales,

Openings at MOTOREX are first published on the inter-

many have specialized vocational training in a related

nal website and then posted to the relevant job boards.

industry (e.g. motorcycle mechanics) and become tech-

Thus most applications arrive at the MOTOREX HR

nical specialists. Hiring for professional specialists

department through electronic channels. Each one is

such as development engineers and chemists is in-

personally, expertly, and conscientiously reviewed,

creasingly international.

and a reply is sent within a reasonable time.

APPRENTICES AND RECENT GRADUATES
INCREASINGLY INTERNATIONAL

Recent graduates and apprentices can also find ex-

MOTOREX operates its own distribution companies

citing jobs at MOTOREX in Switzerland. During their

and production plants at seven international locations.

training, all apprentices gain insight into the com-

As a result most employees in production, administra-

pany’s various departments and take on their own

tion, logistics, sales, etc. come from the geographical

duties and projects. •

Interested? Here’s the link to job openings at MOTOREX (German only):
motorex.com/de-ch/karriere/offene-stellen/
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CONSTRUCTION

More than satisfied: Simon Burenfjäll (Mälarlift AB shop manager, right)
and MOTOREX sales representative Magnus Eriksson Markkula.

MÄLARLIFT WITH MOTOREX

SUCCESS SQUARED

Asked why Mälarlift uses MOTOREX for its over 700 hoists, Simon Burenfjäll answered,
“I found the MOTOREX solution compelling because it offered practical value.”
Mälarlift’s shop manager and founder’s son was evaluating replacements for its previous
hydraulic oil. MOTOREX made its case by offering the right product along with a
collaborative partnership.

Skellefteå

As an avid enduro rider, Simon Burenfjäll was familiar

DIFFICULT CONDITIONS

with MOTOREX from the world of motorcycles. A visit

“Once machines have been rented out, customers often

to MOTOREX’s Swedish website convinced him that,

keep them for extended periods,” Simon Burenfjäll

with over 100 years of experience and 3500 products,

explains. This means a hoist has to be in perfect condi-

the company was a potential lubricant supplier for

tion before it’s handed over to the customer following

Mälarlift.

extensive training. Extreme weather conditions can
make operations in Sweden especially difficult. At

VÄSTERÅS
Stockholm
Gothenburg
Malmö

EVER UPWARD

very low temperatures it is not always possible to

Mälarlift is a family business founded by Eskil Buren-

determine the ideal quantity of fluid for hydraulic

fjäll in Västerås (100 kilometers west of Stockholm) in

functions. This drove Mälarlift to critically examine

1984. The company originally rented out a single hoist.

the hydraulic fluid the company had been using. Ex-

It grew over the years and today, with over 700 hoists

posed to wind and weather, hydraulic equipment is

for rent and branches in Uppsala, Gävle and Stockholm,

expected to remain functional at all times at system

it is a major player in the industry. Hoists are mainly

temperatures ranging from −40 °C to +100 °C.

rented to construction and service companies. Mälar-
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lift offers a broad selection of lift platforms, scissor lifts,

ADVICE AND TESTING

hydraulic lifts, tail lifts, crawler chassis, and telescopic

Both technical and economic criteria were considered

handlers. For all the variety of these practical work ma-

when evaluating the new hydraulic oil. Ultimately

chines, they all have one thing in common: hydraulics.

MOTOREX offered the best solution in zinc-free Corex

The valve block controls hydraulic functions in a
fraction of a second, even at –40 °C.

Something for everyone: Mälarlift’s wide
range of hoists.

HVLP-D ZF 32, with its excellent viscosity-temperature
characteristics. The product remains fluid down to
−40 °C, a deciding factor for Mälarlift. A further criterion was the ability to supply the entire fleet with one
and the same hydraulic fluid under extended service
intervals. With expert advice and informative comparison testing, MOTOREX provided a persuasive basis
for Mälarlift’s decision. At all times the focus was on
absolute customer satisfaction – including that of end
users, Mälarlift’s own customers. The result is something to be proud of. •

Ten specially equipped trucks stand ready to deliver
the hoists.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Company

Mälarlift AB

Headquarters

Västerås (Sweden)

Established

1984

Employees

45

2017 sales

SEK 103 million

Website

www.malarlift.se
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A QUANTUM LEAP WITH SWISSCOOL 8000
The metalworking industry faces strong pressures to optimize its processes,
as Hans-Georg Hübner, owner and CEO of W. Hübner GmbH in Lüneburg
in northern Germany, can attest. Adopting MOTOREX Swisscool 8000 has opened
new dimensions for Hübner.
As a contract manufacturer, the company not only

NO COMPROMISES

produces but also develops products under contract.

After seeing the results, management at Hübner was no

The high-quality, often complex components it builds

longer willing to accept the compromises inherent in

are primarily composed of aluminum, steel, and

the emulsion the company had been using. Adopting

non-ferrous metals. Having the right machining fluid

MOTOREX Swisscool 8000 with its pioneering polymer

is of key importance.

technology yielded the following improvements:

EMULSION AS PROCESS FACTOR

• Massively improved machine cleanliness

Odor problems and spotting of nearly all alloys had

• Clear vision panels

prompted Hübner to take a closer look at the machining

• Less fluid discharge on parts

fluid the company was using. When it proved impos-

• Odors eliminated

sible to resolve problems with the previous supplier’s

• Optimal shop climate

product, MOTOREX was called in as an independent

•S
 trong performance with

lubrication specialist. A situation analysis was followed
by lab evaluations and tests with high-performance
MOTOREX Swisscool 8000. The results amounted to a
genuine quantum leap.
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high-quality finishes
•F
 luid consumption reduced
by up to 40 %
• Spotting eliminated

Top thread-cutting results (D 2 mm/depth
3.5 mm × D) in a wrought aluminum alloy (Al Mg 3)
with a concentration of just 7 % (previously 13 %).

Running the business with skill and passion:
H.-G. Hübner (owner) and A. Singelmann
(general manager).

Quality specifications are checked
several times during production.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Cleanliness
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Foaming
characteristics

Machine
environment

Competitors
Scale of 0 to 10
(low to high)

Machining
performance

Performance

Biological stability

Material compatibility

INTO THE FUTURE WITH DRIVE

assisted by a highly skilled general manager and

The family business was founded in 1975. With

over 100 dynamic employees whose average age is

currently over 40 modern CNC machines (average

36. The company’s 17 apprentices are also a source

age 4 years), production capacity is roughly 150,000

of pride. With a deliberate rejuvenation program,

machine-hours per year. Behind it all, H.-G. Hübner,

talent promotion, and long-term customer rela-

representing the second generation of his family

tionships, lubrication expertise from MOTOREX is

in the business, keeps well-informed of everything

not the only thing keeping Hübner ready to face

and knows everyone at the plant personally. He is

the future. •

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 115
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PRACTICE
© Zech Agrar GmbH

GRIMME DIGS
POTATOES
Potatoes grow underground. How they get there and back out involves innovative
farming technology from Grimme – equipment used by Zech Agrar GmbH and impeccably
maintained with MOTOREX.
Zech Agrar GmbH, based in Frauenkirchen, Austria, provides

pool is an ongoing commitment. Grimme and Zech are

a seamless agricultural supply chain, from sowing through

close partners, so it’s not unusual for newly developed

harvesting to processing, all within a 150 kilometer radius

Grimme machines to be field-tested by Zech.

of Vienna. The company coordinates farmers’ acreage under
cultivation with industry and commercial demand. Sched-

STURDY AND RELIABLE

uling harvesting equipment and logistics can be a real

In season, the equipment operates continuously under

challenge; major buyers such as McDonald’s® and Kelly’s®

extreme loads. “That’s when the performance of our lubri-

are exacting when it comes to timely delivery of precise

cants becomes measurable,” says Alexander Zech, who espe

quantities and adherence to detailed quality standards.

cially values the technical advice provided by MOTOREX.
MOTOREX Chainlube Professional, for example, proved to

PLANT, HARVEST, HAUL

be the solution for preventing unpleasant squeaking, ex-

Because efficiency and speed are key success factors, each

cessive wear, or even breakage of heavily stressed hopper

machine is equipped with a GPS guidance system. The

chains in Grimme potato harvesters. A significant reduc-

equipment pool includes five Fendt 724 tractors, five

tion in wear was achieved by applying MOTOREX Grease

Grimme mounted implements and four Grimme potato

5300 to all movable parts and to the highly stressed draw

harvesters. Maintaining a state-of-the-art equipment

bar – a welcome contribution to a successful harvest. •

“Less wear and longer life: Chainlube
Professional from MOTOREX is the ideal
chain lubricant for our harvesters.”
Roman Bauer, Grimme Agrartechnik factory representative,
Damme, Germany
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Excellent lubricating properties, deep penetration,
strong adhesion, water and
dirt resistance: Chainlube
Professional was specially
developed for heavy-duty
applications.

NORDIC

© Kungälv Energi

MOTOREX AT A THERMAL
POWER PLANT
24 hours a day, 7 days a week the Munkegärdeverket thermal power plant in Sweden
supplies heat and electric power produced from locally sourced wood waste and solar
energy. MOTOREX lubricants keep the plant’s technical systems circulating smoothly.
The Munkegärde thermal power plant belongs to

transmitted by MOTOREX Corex HV hydraulic fluid.

Kungälv Energi. Kungälv and the municipality of

Various technical greases also help prevent wear and

Munkegärde are located about 25 kilometers north

costly downtimes.

of Gothenburg.
Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to advise you on

100 % RENEWABLE ENERGY

your own applications. •

kungalvenergi.se

The plant uses local wood waste as fuel, i.e. yard trimmings along with wood chips and bark from sawmills
and local forestry operations. A mixture is formed of
60 % tree branches and treetops and 40 % chips and
bark. Combustion takes place at roughly 850 °C in two
crucibles, with a flue gas condensation unit producing
hot water for district heating in Kungälv. The steam is
used to drive a turbine which generates 2,7 MWh of
electricity around the clock.

POWERFUL LUBRICATION
In operation, the multi-tonne turbine rotor revolves on
its axis 1500 times per minute and is exposed to
high pressure, heat, and humidity. The formidable
condenser is lubricated with heavy-duty, oxidation-
resistant MOTOREX Turbine Oil ISO VG 46. Hydraulic
systems also play a key role at the plant. Pumps, cylinders, and valves are required to deliver top performance
under challenging climatic conditions. The power is
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 115
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Lifting multi-tonne loads hydrauliTeam leader Ulf Lysmark (l) and
cally around the clock: bulk-handling technician Magnus Angelholm with
cranes for delivering fuel material.
“their” steam turbine.
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BIG MACHINES, LITTLE FANS
Outriggers as high as a house, wheels
as tall as a man, engines as strong as an
ox, and XXXL-size scoops: these are “big
machines”, their sheer dimensions exerting a magical pull on anyone with an
interest in engineering. Just the thing
for the three friends, Timo, Jérémy, and
Elin. The trio got an opportunity to inspect ever y detail of these imposing
bundles of power at MOTOREX. Up and
down, underneath, in and out – anywhere
the three wished to venture. But even
the most intrepid builder needs a rest
now and then. Time to find a shady spot
to take a break in. It didn’t take long to
find one; Elin was the first to make a
run for it, reaching the shady scoop
ahead of her visibly flagging buddies. A
“victory” for Elin and the cool “big machines” at MOTOREX.

Left to right: Timo, Jérémy and Elin enjoy a little shade.

DID YOU KNOW ABOUT THE “REEKIE SPEEDWAY” RACER?
© Declan Brownsey

OTTOREX
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Australians Allan and Angus Reekie have one thing in
common: KTM motorcycles and winning races on
them. For 20 years the pair have ridden together in
the MX, Supermoto, and Rc8r classes and even
on a 1290 Superduke for Jeff Leisk. The result: a dozen
Australian titles. In his day job Angus runs a KTM
dealership. In his free time he built a compact speedcar
together with his father Allan. Naturally, the one-off
racer has a 1190 cc KTM engine. Well-lubricated with
MOTOREX, the engine delivers 100 horsepower to
the rear axle by way of a drive shaft with a differential.
The competition is still chain-driven... Racing triumphs
and fun were not long in coming. For the upcoming
season, competing in the Australian Compact Titles
and East Coast Titles QLD and NSWales is already
on the calendar. “A good opportunity to promote KTM
and MOTOREX a little,” says Allan Reekie with a grin.
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SWISSCOOL 3000
THE NEW WATER-MISCIBLE METAL WORKING FLUID
FOR MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY AND PROCESS
SECURITY WITH LOW OPERATING COSTS

MOTOREX AG LANGENTHAL I Industrial Lubrication Technology I www.motorex.com

